Among solid tumors, hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC) emerges as a prototypical therapy-resistant tumor. Considering the emerging sorafenib resistance crisis in HCC, future studies are urgently required to overcome resistance. Recently noncoding RNAs (ncRNAs) have emerged as significant regulators in signalling pathways involved in cancer drug resistance and pharmacologically targeting these ncRNAs might be a novel stratagem to reverse drug resistance. In the current study, using a hybrid Petri net based computational model, we have investigated the harmonious effect of miR-17-92 cluster inhibitors/mimics and circular RNAs on sorafenib resistant HCC cells in order to explore potential resistance mechanisms and to identify putative targets for sorafenib-resistant HCC cells. An integrated model was developed that incorporates seven miRNAs belonging to miR-17-92 cluster (hsa-miR-17-5p, hsa-miR-17-3p, hsa-miR-19a, hsa-miR-19b, hsa-miR-18a, hsa-miR-20a and hsa-miR-92) and crosstalk of two signaling pathways (EGFR and IL-6) that are differentially regulated by these miRNAs. The mechanistic connection was proposed by the correlation between members belonging to miR-17-92 cluster and corresponding changes in the protein levels of their targets in HCC, specifically those targets that have verified importance in sorafenib resistance. Current findings uncovered potential pathway features, underlining the significance of developing modulators of this cluster to combat drug resistance in HCC.
drug resistance is of prime importance in various cancers. Hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC), as a diagnostically and therapeutically challenging tumor is notoriously refractory to standard systemic therapy because of its strong inclination towards multi-drug resistance 8 . HCC being the most frequent histological subtype, accounts for >90% of the total liver tumor burden 9, 10 . It is among the most chemo-resistant tumors, and is the second preeminent cause of cancer-related deaths worldwide 10, 11 . As of 2016, the small molecule multikinase inhibitor, sorafenib remains the only FDA approved standard first-line systemic therapy in patients with advanced HCC 12, 13 . Regardless of encouraging results demonstrated by sorafenib, the worry for resistance is rising, as the overall survival of HCC patients after therapy is only 2-3 months longer than placebo 14 . Furthermore, low partial response rate of sorafenib is a worrisome phenomenon 15 . Multiple mechanisms including epithelial-mesenchymal transition, PI3K/Akt, JAK-STAT pathways, hypoxic microenvironment, and others, are considered to be involved in sorafenib resistance 16, 17 . At present, an in-depth mechanism by which this phenomenon occurs remains conjectural. Considering the problems related to poor effectiveness and heterogeneous individual responses to sorafenib therapy, studies regarding thorough understanding of the mechanism of sorafenib resistance are urgently required. Given the presence of complex and intricate pathways adopted by tumor cells, combination therapies are now being explored in an effort to overcome resistance.
miRNAs play a noteworthy role in pharmacogenomics by regulating the expression of genes that are imperative for drug function 18 . They are often observed to be deregulated in drug-resistant cells. Identifying possible associations between dysregulated miRNAs and drug resistance phenotype would make a significant contribution and will expedite the use of miRNA profiling to forecast drug responses. Various studies have highlighted the significance of miR-17-92 cluster in chemo-resistance. The miR-17-92 cluster encodes seven mature miRNAs (miR-17-5p, miR-17-3p, miR-18a, miR-19a, miR-19b, miR-20a, and miR-92a) 19 . This cluster has been validated as an oncogenic as well as tumor suppressive regulator. This dual role of miR-17-92 cluster is due to the diverse spectrum of targeted mRNAs as well as intricate cascade of miRNAs and their targets involved in distinct pathways 20 . Cioffi et al., observed down-regulation of miR-17-92 cluster in chemo-resistant cancer stem cells versus chemo-sensitive cancer stem cells. In these cancer stem cells, miR-17-92 cluster was found to target several regulators of NODAL/ACTIVIN signaling pathway having crucial role in chemo-resistance 21 . In another study conducted by Zhu et al., cluster was observed to be up-regulated in paclitaxel resistant ovarian cancer cells 22 . Zhou et al., investigated the role of miR-17-92 cluster in cisplatin-resistant prostate cancer cells. The authors observed that miR-17-92 cluster activated PI3K/Akt and ERK1/2 signaling pathway, which played a central role in chemo-resistance to cisplatin 23 . Furthermore, Miles et al., identified potential relationship between miR-17-92 and drug resistance in burkitt lymphoma Cells. The authors observed increased chemo-sensitivity in miR-17-92 hemizygous-deleted cell lines 24 . Although our understanding of drug resistance remains incomplete, new and more innovative approaches are urgently needed to intercept this phenomenon. Further investigation and exploration of the crosstalk of miRNAs and their associated pathways may lead to future breakthroughs in the treatment of HCC and will hopefully increase our understanding of the mechanisms implicated in sorafenib resistance.
The extensive data generated via high-throughput techniques needs to be explored holistically in order to decipher the exact mechanisms involved in cancer resistance and to analyze various therapeutic options. A fundamental setback is to integrate, infer and interpret data to advance our understanding in cancer system biology 25 . The past few years have marked significant advances in the development of various methods for the representation and modeling of signal transduction pathways. These biological formalisms include ordinary differential equations (ODEs), directed graphs, Boolean networks, Bayesian networks, cellular automata, interacting state machines, stochastic equations and rule-based formalisms 26 . One of the main drawbacks in using these methods is the need for complete information on concentrations, diffusion rates, degradation rates, reaction rates and many other parameters that are difficult to measure. Usually this kind of information is not available for all biological entities; hence, estimates and approximations have to be used. Unfortunately, inaccurate estimates can often lead to significant numerical instabilities 27 . On the contrary, the strong appeal for Petri nets (PNs) lies in the fact that they do not necessitate a great deal of mathematical ability or knowledge, and do not always require precisely measured parameters before implementation. PNs are relatively non-mathematical alternatives to ODEs, and have been emerged as an efficient tool among other related methods for modeling and simulating the dynamics of biological signaling networks [27] [28] [29] . In the current study, using a hybrid Petri net (HPN)-based computational approach, we have investigated the dynamics of several signaling molecules. We constructed HPN model of the EGFR/IL-6 signaling pathway and incorporated corresponding miR-17-92-target information. We then performed an in-silico scrutinization of the impact of miRNAs and their corresponding mimics and inhibitors on the EGFR/IL-6 signaling pathway, representing the consequences of miR-17-92 regulatory processes on the behavior of this signaling network. By comparing experimental data with the model simulations, we have uncovered potential pathway features as well as putative targets for sorafenib resistant signaling in HCC cells. An outline of the signaling cascade used for HPN model generation is represented in Fig. 1 . Current study was carried out with an objective of making correlation among miR-17-92 cluster, EGFR/IL-6 signaling pathway and sorafenib resistance through step wise simulation, validation of the proposed model and analysis of sorafenib resistant HCC cells. We expect that the current association between miR-17-92 cluster and sorafenib resistance in HCC will attract experimental research community to verify their role in resistance mechanism.
Results and Discussion
The significance of an integrated model of all the essential pathways related to sorafenib resistance cannot be denied but the limitations of available kinetic data for each entity in the complex signaling cascade renders it very difficult to formulate the extensive model. Here an HPN model of combating sorafenib resistance in HCC cells has been built in a logical way via using inhibitors and mimics of miRNAs belonging to miR-17-92 cluster. An outline of combating sorafenib resistance signaling cascade employing modulators of miR-17-92 cluster which was used for HPN model generation is represented in Fig. 2 . A PN model is graphically illustrated with 'places' , representing the biological components, and 'transitions' , describing the activity between the biological components, which can be supported by known interaction information. The availability of tokens in places signifies the relative availability of the biological component. Tokens (usually relative protein levels) are allocated on the basis of existing data from the literature. Places and transition are linked by weighted arcs that are imperative for the flow of the network.
Establishment of an integrated model of the PI3K/Akt/mTOR/miR-17-5p/miR-17-3p/miR-19b/ miR-92 pathway in sorafenib resistant HCC cells. The phosphatidylinositol 3-kinase (PI3K)/Akt/ mammalian target of rapamycin (mTOR)/miR-17-5p/miR-17-3p/miR-19b/miR-92 pathway ( Fig. 1 ) was assembled from various sources and subjected to HPN modeling. The modeled pathway was then simulated to evaluate and examine the dynamics of the system. The PI3K/Akt pathway, a major survival pathway is one of the most frequent aberrantly regulated pathways in cancers and has been observed to mediate sorafenib resistance in HCC cells 30 . This pathway is also activated in high proportion of HCC tissues and its involvement in sorafenib resistance has been attracting attention 15 . The ubiquitously expressed PI3K generates PIP3 (phosphatidyl inositol 3,4,5 tri-phosphate) by mediating phosphorylation of PIP2. PIP3 then recruits Akt and 3-phosphoinositide-dependent kinase 1 (PDK1) to the plasma membrane where PDK1 activates Akt and mTORC2. PTEN dephosphorylates PIP3 back to PIP2. Chen et al., observed high pAkt expression and low PTEN expression in sorafenib resistant cells compared with the parental cells 30 (Table 1) . Furthermore, sorafenib resistance was shown to be reversed by Akt knockdown and Akt inhibitor, thus validating the contribution of activated PI3K/Akt pathway in sorafenib resistance 30 . PTEN is the natural inhibitor of PI3K/Akt pathway. In our proposed HPN model, we used miR-17-5p inhibitor to target this pathway as miR-17-5p has been shown to target PTEN in HCC cells 31 suggesting a possible relation between miR-17-5p and sorafenib resistance in HCC (Table 2) . Simulation results revealed that its inhibitor can significantly upregulate PTEN expression (Fig. 3) . Furthermore, miR-17-5p indirectly activates p38 MAPK (MAPK14) pathway through E2F1 32, 33 . Previous studies revealed that MAPK14 blockade is a promising strategy to overcoming sorafenib resistance in HCC 34 . Based on these findings, we postulated that miR-17-5p inhibitor can increase the level of PTEN and decrease the level of MAPK14 whose expressions are observed to be deregulated in sorafenib resistant HCC cells. Simulation results revealed that the concentrations of miR-17-5p target proteins (PTEN and MAPK14) are inversely associated with the miR-17-5p gene expression levels (Fig. 3) . Another important factor in sorafenib resistant cells is vimentin, a mesenchymal marker and previous studies have shown that Sorafenib resistant HCC cells displayed an increased expression of Vimentin 35 . miR-17-3p, a member of miR-17-92 cluster has been shown to target vimentin in HCC cells 31 (Table 3) . We proposed that its mimic can reduce the level of vimentin in sorafenib resistant HCC cells. Simulation results revealed exponential increase in vimentin after using the miR-17-3p mimic (Fig. 4) . Furthermore, miR-92 expression has been shown to be inversely related with PTEN in HCC and studies revealed that miR-92 might inhibit its expression 36 unveiling its potential role in sorafenib resistance. Therefore, we hypothesized that miR-92 inhibitor might increase the level of PTEN in sorafenib resistant HCC cells. Simulation results revealed that the PTEN activity is increased after the use of miR-92a inhibitor which antagonizes the inhibition effect of miR-92a (Fig. 5) . miR-19b, another member of miR-17-92 cluster has been observed to influence the expression of MAPK14 37 . Hung et al., observed overexpression of MAPK14 after suppression of miR-19b revealing that its mimic might play an important role in overcoming sorafenib resistance (Fig. 6 ).
Establishment of an integrated model of the IL-6/STAT3/miR-19a/miR-18a/miR-20a pathway in sorafenib resistant HCC cells. The IL-6/STAT3/miR-19a/miR-18a/miR-20a pathway was assembled from various sources and subjected to HPN modeling. The tokens were adjusted according to the literature findings from various experimental studies performed individually. IL-6, a pleiotropic cytokine, signals through gp130/Janus kinases (JAKs)/STAT pathway. IL-6-induced JAK family members activate three major pathways, STAT3, PI3K and MAPK 38 . Endogenous IL-6 levels have been reported to be higher in SNU-449 cells which are considered to be sorafenib resistant cells 38, 39 . Binding of IL-6 to its receptor IL-6R, results in the formation of IL-6/IL-6R complex. Mass action kinetics was used to model the binding and dissociation of this complex. The IL-6/IL-6R complex activates STAT3 causing STAT3 phosphorylation via activation of JAK2. Significant activation of STAT3 has been reported in sorafenib resistant cells, signifying that targeting STAT3 may represent an The kinetics of PTEN inhibition by miR-17-5p was modeled using mass action with miR-17-5p acting as a competitive inhibitor of PTEN that is known to increase sorafenib sensitivity in HCC. PTEN expression levels are known to be steady and high in normal cells 54 as represented by green curve in the figure. Simulation is illustrating the inverse relationship between PTEN and miR-17-5p. PTEN is growing exponentially in normal state as compared to miR-17-5p which is known to inhibit the expression of PTEN. PTEN is the natural inhibitor of PI3K/Akt pathway. PTEN has also been shown to be significantly reduced in normal liver tissues compare to HCC liver tissues. (b) In HCC state, the level of miR-17-5p is greatly increased. Nearly two fold decrease in PTEN was found in HCC compare to the normal cells calculated from experimental results and represented by red curve. (c) miR-17-5p overexpression (red curve) in sorafenib resistant HCC cells reduces the level of PTEN (green curve) and increases the level of MAPK14 (blue curve). (d) Simulations revealed that inhibiting the effects of miR-17-5p via miR-17-5p inhibitor generates remarkable change in the expression profiles of MAPK14, PTEN, E2F1 and Wip1 with respect to the control situation. The significant phenomenon of the application of miR-17-5p inhibitor is that not only the expression levels of target protein (PTEN, E2F1), but also the indirect target proteins (Wip1, MAPK14) can be reverted. The ratio of E2F1: MAPK14: Wip1: PTEN: miR17-5p is in concordance with the published studies. attractive strategy to surmount sorafenib resistance 40 (Table 1) . Once activated, phosphorylated STAT3 (pSTAT3) up-regulates the expression of its target gene MCL1. Suppressor of cytokine signaling (SOCS) proteins negatively regulates STAT3 by inhibiting its activation through JAK Suppressor of cytokine signaling 3 (SOCS3) 41 . SOCS3 act as a competitive inhibitor that mainly targets the gp130 protein to inhibit STAT3 activation. Members of the SOCS family are the main physiological negative regulators of IL-6 signaling. Croker et al., reported a prolonged activation of STAT3 after conditional deletion of SOCS3 in liver and macrophages 42 . miR-19a, a member of miR-17-92 cluster has been reported to augment the JAK-STAT signal transduction via control of SOCS3 expression. Upon transfection with miR-19a, Collins et al., reported significant down regulation of SOCS3, a JAK-STAT pathway inhibitor 43 . Based on these findings, we postulated that miR-19a inhibitor can thus increase the level of SOCS3, ultimately reducing the STAT3 level. Simulation results revealed that the SOCS3 activity is increased after the use of miR-19a inhibitor which antagonizes the inhibition effect of miR-19a (Fig. 7) . miR-18a, another member of miR-17-92 cluster promotes phosphorylation and expression of STAT3 by targeting PIAS3 (a repressor of STAT3 activity) in human hepatocytes 44 . Thus we proposed that miR-18a inhibitor can reduce the level of STAT3 by increasing the level of PIAS3 (an inhibitor of STAT3) which ultimately will help to overcome sorafenib resistance. We tested our hypothesis using HPN, whether inhibitors of miR-19a and miR-18a are sufficient to augment the level of SOCS3 and PIAS3 levels. Simulations showed that both SOCS3 and PIAS3 levels were significantly increased, when inhibitors were applied (Figs 7 and 8). Our model approximates the upregulation of pSTAT3 by miR-18a and miR-19a along with the downregulation of pSTAT3 by inhibitors of miR-18a and miR-19a using mass action kinetics. The model was further extended to include additional signaling pathways in order to accomplish a decrease in sorafenib resistance. Study conducted by Tai et al., showed higher level of MCL1 expression in sorafenib resistant cell line which is a downstream signaling molecule of pSTAT3 40 . miR-20a directly targeted MCL1 and reduced its protein level in HCC cells 45 . We hypothesized that miR-20a mimic can reduce the level of MCL1 whose expression is observed to be increased in sorafenib resistant HCC cells. Simulation results showed that a miR-20a mimic significantly reduced the expression level of MCL1 (Table 1 and Fig. 9 ).
Observations

Analysis of predictive ability of the miR-17-92/EGFR/IL-6 signaling HPN model. After establish-
ing the miR-17-92 mediated sorafenib resistance model, we set out to validate its predictive value. We showed the predictive ability of our model by comparing the in-silico simulation data with the experimental results which reached high accuracy (Table 4 ). Our proposed model and the results of targeted experiments reflect the behavior of the proteins correctly when subjected to specific perturbations unveiling the soundness of the model. The abstract nature of our model and the ease of its construction make it a very good candidate for modeling integrated networks from qualitative data. Therefore, we conclude that our model is able to predict cellular responses to altered miRNA levels. We can effortlessly test the concentration of any molecules in the system and bring forth any effect on the system as the state of each element in our model can be easily obtained. Furthermore, a biologist can use and extend our model by introducing perturbations in the system which can be done by the knockout of genes, the inhibition of proteins, changes in environmental factors etc. These perturbations can be introduced by addition of arcs, removal of arcs or introduction of inhibitory edges. From each new initial state, another sequence of states and possibly other terminal states can be observed depending upon the nature and type of experiment being performed. We further extended our proposed model by studying the effect of ERK inhibitor on sorafenib resistant HCC cells. Recently, Regorafenib, a multi-kinase inhibitor has been reported to inhibit the growth of sorafenib-resistant HCC cells by suppressing the ERK signaling pathway 46 . The authors suggested that sorafenib-resistance might be related to the acquisition of resistance against ERK signaling pathway inhibition mediated by sorafenib. Interestingly, regorafenib treatment was shown to suppress the tumor growth of sorafenib-resistant Huh7 and Huh1 clones. The efficacy of regorafenib on the sorafenib-resistant cells implies its potential utility as a second line treatment in HCC patients who showed progression following initial sorafenib treatment. Therefore, a perturbation experiment was designed to extend our model and scrutinize the role of ERK inhibitor on sorafenib resistant HCC cells in order to determine whether ERK inhibition has any impact on sorafenib resistance or not. We modeled the activity of ERK inhibitor by introducing the inhibitor arc in the sorafenib resistant pathway. Simulation results revealed that ERK inhibition has the ability to impact sorafenib resistance ( Figure S1 ). Currently, the model describes only the dynamics of members belonging to miR-17-92 cluster, but its setup allows future extensions to include more miRNAs and their target molecules to depict a more comprehensive analysis, with a better predicting power in terms of capturing both the general dynamics well as the specific profile changes of key intermediate species.
Modeling the impact of miR-17-5p and its targets PTEN and E2F1 on sorafenib resistance. miRNA inhibitory effect can lead to normalizing the expression levels of its numerous target proteins, which might result in recovery of a cell from a resistant state to a sensitive state. We therefore wanted to scrutinize the effect of miR-17-5p and its inhibitor on its direct (PTEN and E2F1) as well as indirect targets (Wip1 and MAPK14) within sorafenib resistant EGFR/IL-6 signaling cascade based on the evidences provided by various studies. PTEN, a gatekeeper tumor suppressor gene has been reported to exert its tumor suppressing function via negatively regulating PI3K/Akt cell survival signaling pathway by dephosphorylating the D3 position of PIP3 47, 48 . Activated PI3K/Akt pathway has been observed to play a significant role in promoting acquired resistance to sorafenib in HCC 30, 49 . Furthermore, PTEN has also been shown to be significantly reduced in normal liver tissues compare to HCC liver tissues 48 . Huang et al., reported significantly shorter overall survival in HCC patients with decreased expression of PTEN 50 . In another study, PTEN was reported to significantly affect sensitivity of HepG2 cells towards sorafenib, and the authors observed that cell killing effect of sorafenib was significantly enhanced when PTEN was overexpressed 51 . Previously miR-17-5p is known to target PTEN in HCC cells 31 suggesting a possible link between miR-17-5p and sorafenib resistance in HCC. The authors suggested that combination of sorafenib and PTEN overexpression will likely improve therapeutic options for HCC. The authors observed increased PTEN expression after transfection of cells with the miR-17-5p inhibitor 31 . Similarly, miR-17-5p has also been reported to indirectly activate p38 MAPK (MAPK14) pathway through E2F1. E2F1 is known to activate Wip1 (a p38 MAPK inhibitor). Both Wip1 and E2F1 levels have been shown to be decreased in miR-17-5p overexpressing HCC cells. Ectopic expression of Wip1 resulted in inactivation of the p38 MAPK pathway in miR-17-5p-overexpressing HCC cells 52 . Rudalska et al., performed in-vivo RNA interference screening in transposon-based sorafenib resistant mouse model to find out important determinants of resistance in liver cancer. The authors reported that silencing MAPK14 restored sorafenib sensitivity and strongly augmented its therapeutic efficacy. They observed noticeable p-MAPK14 clonal expression in biopsies of patients getting sorafenib therapy. They suggested that the stimulation of the MAPK14 signaling cascade signifies an important mechanism of sorafenib resistance in liver cancers and MAPK14 blockade is a hopeful approach to overcome sorafenib resistance. Exposure of HCC cells to MAPK14 inhibitors significantly reduced the levels of phosphorylated Hsp27, a verified downstream target of MAPK14. The authors also observed that long-term exposure to sorafenib resulted in strong induction of p-ERK and p-Mek levels 34 . As miR-17-5p considerably stimulate the MAPK pathway and also augment the phosphorylation of Hsp27 in HCC cells 32, 33 therefore we hypothesize that by using miR-17-5p inhibitor we can enhance sensitivity to sorafenib by blocking MAPK14, as study conducted by rudalska et al., suggests that sorafenib in combination with MAPK14 inhibitor is a hopeful strategy to surmount therapy resistance of HCC. Furthermore, elevated levels of miR-17-5p have also been correlated with overall low survival rates in HCC 53 . We therefore chose to test the impact of miR-17-5p inhibitor and performed simulations. By decreasing the level of miR-17-5p in our proposed model using miR-17-5p inhibitor, the expressions of its direct target proteins (PTEN and E2F1) as well as many downstream proteins were affected, signifying a direct and indirect effect on EGFR signaling pathway. The graphical simulations revealed that the increased expression of mir-17-5p corresponds with a reduced level of target protein's expression that is PTEN and E2F1. PTEN expression levels are known to be steady and high in normal cells 54 as illustrated in Fig. 3 . Application of miR-17-5p inhibitor seems to overcome miR-17-5p induced down-regulation of PTEN. Keeping all these in relevance, we proposed a hypothetical model suggesting that if miR-17-5p regulates the expression of the PTEN and MAPK14, which are known critical factors in sorafenib sensitivity, then this correlation may have an important contribution in the development of resistance to sorafenib and if we use miR-17-5p inhibitor we can enhance sensitivity to sorafenib or can enhance the time period required for the development of sorafenib resistance.
As miR-17-92 cluster is considered to be highly oncogenic in nature therefore we kept their level at minimum in HPN model of normal liver cells. ImageJ was used to calculate fold changes of respective proteins by using western blot images of above mentioned studies. Tokens used in HPN model were based on experimental fold changes. Nearly two fold decrease in PTEN was found in HCC as compared to normal cells calculated from experimental results. Furthermore, approximately 6 fold reduction of PTEN was found in sorafenib resistant HCC cells as compared to sorafenib sensitive HCC cells. Antagonizing the effect of miR-17-5p via miR-17-5p inhibitor generates a remarkable change in the expression profiles of MAPK14, PTEN, E2F1 and Wip1 with respect to the control situation. Figure 3 illustrates the dynamical behavior of each entity that can be seen clearly through simulation graph plotted relative to the expression level of entities with respect to time. Results of our designed HPN came out to be in agreement with experimental results. Simulations of miR-17-5p, MAPK14, PTEN, E2F1 and Wip1 in normal, HCC, sorafenib resistant HCC and sorafenib resistant HCC cells after the use of miR-17-5p inhibitor are shown in Fig. 3 .
Simulating the effect of miR-17-3p and its target vimentin in sorafenib resistance. Vimentin is a mesenchymal marker and previous studies have shown that Sorafenib resistant HCC cells displayed an increased expression of vimentin 35 . Tissue microarray revealed that high level of vimentin was considerably related with HCC metastasis (P < 0.01), suggesting that elevated vimentin expression may play a crucial role in HCC metastasis 55 . Another study revealed that miR-17-3p targets vimentin in HCC cells 31 suggesting that the increment of The simulations illustrates that STAT3 activity is significantly reduced (green curve) and PIAS3 activity is significantly enhanced (red curve) as the concentration of miR-18a decreases (blue curve) after using miR-18a inhibitor. The ratio of PIAS3: pSTAT3: miR-18a is in concordance with the published studies.
a miR-17-3p level in the sorafenib resistant HCC cells may increase their sensitivity to sorafenib. Based on these findings, we suggested that a miR-17-3p mimic can enhance sensitivity to sorafenib or can enhance the time period required for development of sorafenib resistance by reducing the level of vimentin. Previously a study Table 4 . Summary of the effect of perturbations reported by experimental and simulated methods. The uparrow (↑) specifies a rise in the level of the respective protein and the down-arrow (↓) illustrates that a decrease occurred. ImageJ software was used to calculate values in the experiment column.
performed by Huang et al., showed that a LncRNA-Dreh could bind to vimentin and reduce its expression, which ultimately inhibits HCC metastasis suggesting that targeting vimentin can help in tumor suppression 56 . After calculating fold changes of respective proteins using ImageJ software, tokens were assigned to HPN model. The simulations shown in Fig. 4 represent the entities (vimentin and miR-17-3p) involved in sorafenib resistance and their dynamic behavior with time. The simulations in graph illustrates that vimentin activity is significantly reduced after using miR-17-3p mimic. Introducing miR-17-3p mimic in sorafenib resistant HCC cells resulted in down-regulation of vimentin. Results of our designed HPN came out to be in agreement with experimental results. Simulations of miR-17-3p and vimentin in normal, HCC, sorafenib resistant HCC and sorafenib resistant HCC cells after the use of miR-17-3p mimic are shown in Fig. 4 .
Proposed implication of miR-92 and its target PTEN in sorafenib resistance. Study conducted by Zhao et al., observed inverse correlation between tumor suppressor gene PTEN and miR-92 in HCC clinical tissues. The author's conclusion also indicates that miR-92 may induce tumorigenesis by inhibiting the expression of PTEN 36 . After calculating fold changes of respective proteins using ImageJ software, tokens were assigned to HPN model. Nearly two fold decrease in PTEN was found in HCC as compared to normal cells calculated from experimental results. Furthermore, approximately 6 fold reduction of PTEN was found in sorafenib resistant HCC cells as compared to sorafenib sensitive HCC cells. Results of our designed HPN came out to be in agreement with experimental results. Figure 5 illustrates the dynamical behavior of each entity plotted relative to the expression level of entities with respect to time. The red line represents the relative level of miR-92 and the blue line represents the relative level PTEN. PTEN expression levels are known to be steady and high in normal cells as illustrated in Fig. 5a . Simulation is illustrating the inverse relationship between PTEN and miR-92. As miR-92 is overexpressed in HCC compared to normal cells therefore we kept its level very low in normal cells. Expression level PTEN was observed to be increased when miR-92 inhibitor was used. Simulations revealed that miR-92 inhibitor increased the level of PTEN whose expression is observed to be decreased in sorafenib resistant HCC cells (Fig. 5 ).
Proposed implication of miR-19b and its targets MAPK14 and HIF-1α in sorafenib resistance.
Rudalska et al., performed in-vivo RNA interference screening in transposon-based sorafenib resistant mouse model to find out important determinants of resistance in liver cancer. The authors reported that silencing MAPK14 restored sorafenib sensitivity and strongly augmented its therapeutic efficacy. They observed noticeable p-MAPK14 clonal expression in biopsies of patients getting sorafenib therapy. They suggested that the stimulation of the MAPK14 pathway signifies an important mechanism of sorafenib resistance in liver cancers and MAPK14 blockade is a hopeful approach to overcome sorafenib resistance. miR-19b, another member of miR-17-92 cluster has been observed to influence the expression of MAPK14. Hung et al., observed increased expression of MAPK14 after suppression of miR-19b. miR-19b was also shown to influence the expression of EPCAM, NDRG1, HMGB2 and HIF-1α along with MAPK14 37 . A study conducted by Liang et al., reported elevated level of HIF-1α in sorafenib-resistant HCC tissues as compared to pre-treated and sorafenib-sensitive HCC tissues 57 . Based on these findings, we postulated that a miR-19b mimic can enhance sensitivity to sorafenib or can enhance the time period required for development of sorafenib resistance via reducing the level of MAPK14 and HIF-1α. After calculating fold changes of respective proteins using ImageJ software, tokens were assigned to HPN model. Predicting the consequences of miR-19a and its target SOCS3 on sorafenib resistance. Due to significant activation, STAT3 is considered as a key factor in sorafenib resistance. Furthermore, the expression of downstream effectors of STAT3, such as cyclin D1 and MCL1 are also found to be increased in resistant cells. Therefore JAK/STAT3 signaling pathway is considered as an important and critical modulator of the efficacy of sorafenib and targeting this pathway may be a valuable approach to surmount sorafenib resistance in HCC 40 . SOCS3 a verified target of miR-19a, negatively regulate JAK-STAT pathway. Upon transfection of miR-19a, SOCS3, a JAK-STAT pathway inhibitor, was significantly reduced (p = 0.0010) 43 . Keeping above studies in relevance, we hypothesized that a miR-19a inhibitor can enhance sensitivity to sorafenib or can enhance the time period required for the development of sorafenib resistance. After calculating fold changes of respective proteins using ImageJ software, tokens were assigned to HPN model. Predicting the impact of miR-18a and its target PIAS3 on sorafenib resistance. Due to significant activation, STAT3 is considered as a key factor in sorafenib resistance. Furthermore, the expression of downstream effectors of STAT3, such as cyclin D1 and MCL1 are also found to be increased in resistant cells. Therefore JAK/STAT3 signaling pathway is considered as an important and critical modulator of the efficacy of sorafenib and targeting this pathway may be a valuable approach to surmount sorafenib resistance in HCC 40 . PIAS3 (a repressor of STAT3 activity) is a verified target of miR-18a. In human hepatocytes, miR-18a increases the expression of STAT3 by targeting PIAS3 44 . Based on these findings we hypothesized that miR-18a inhibitor can reduce the level of STAT3 by increasing the level of PIAS3 (an inhibitor of STAT3) which ultimately will help to overcome sorafenib resistance. After calculating fold changes of respective proteins using ImageJ software, tokens were assigned to HPN model. The simulation shown in Fig. 8 represents the entities (miR-18a, PIAS3 and STAT3) involved in sorafenib resistance and their dynamic behavior with time. The simulations in graph illustrates that STAT3 activity is significantly reduced and PIAS3 activity is significantly enhanced as the concentration of miR18a decreases after using miR-18a inhibitor. Application of miR-18a inhibitor seems to rescue miR-18a induced down-regulation of PIAS3. Results of our designed HPN came out to be in agreement with experimental results. Simulations of miR-18a, pSTAT3 and PIAS3 in normal, HCC, sorafenib resistant HCC and sorafenib resistant HCC cells after the use of miR-18a inhibitor are shown in Fig. 8 .
Simulating the dynamic behaviour of miR-20a and its target MCL1 in sorafenib resistance.
Study conducted by Tai et al., showed higher level of MCL1 expression in sorafenib resistant cell line 40 . miR-20a directly targeted MCL1 and decreased its protein level in HCC cells 45 . Approximately 4 fold increment was found in MCL1 expression of HCC cells as compared to normal and 3 fold increase was found in sorafenib resistant cells as compared to sorafenib sensitive HCC cells. Simulation results of our designed HPN model showed the respective fold increments in MCL1 level. Furthermore, simulations revealed that miR-20a mimic significantly reduced the level of MCL1 whose expression is observed to be increased in sorafenib resistant HCC cells. After calculating fold changes of respective proteins using ImageJ software, tokens were assigned to HPN model. Simulations of miR-20a and MCL1 in normal, HCC, sorafenib resistant HCC and sorafenib resistant HCC cells after the use of miR-20a mimic are shown in Fig. 9 .
Analysis of individual and combinatorial effects of miR-17-92 cluster inhibitors and mimics on sorafenib resistance. The ability of miRNAs to target multiple genes within a signaling cascade engenders a novel way of thinking about modulating pathways. Instead of relying on a one-inhibitor-one-target model, multiple components in a signaling network can be modulated by a miRNA resulting in a potent impact on the respective pathway. Therefore, we explored the possibility for synergies among the members belonging to miR-17-92 cluster upon combinatorial utilization of miRNA mimics and inhibitors based on the experimental evidences provided by various studies. We then performed in-silico simulations to qualitatively elucidate the effect on sorafenib resistance. We found that combining four inhibitors (miR-17-5p, miR-19a, miR-92a and miR-18a) and three mimics (miR-19b, miR-20a and miR-17-3p) resulted in a significant reduction in relative sorafenib resistance levels as compared to individual effect (Fig. 10) . Anti-miR-combination effects of two or more combinations were not considered. The anti-miR-17-5p specifically antagonizes the inhibition effect of miR-17-5p, which targets PTEN and E2F1; anti-miR-92a antagonizes the inhibition effect of miR-92a, which targets PTEN; anti-miR-19a antagonizes the inhibition effect of miR-19a, which targets SOCS3; anti-miR-18a antagonizes the inhibition effect of miR-18a, which targets PIAS3; miR-17-3p mimic augment the inhibition effect of miR-17-3p, which targets vimentin; miR-19b mimic augment the inhibition effect of miR-19b, which targets Rac and miR-20a mimic augment the inhibition effect of miR-20a, which targets Mcl1. Modeling miR-17-5p, miR-19a, miR-92a and miR-18a down-regulation and miR-19b, miR-20a and miR-17-3p over-expression using the experimental conditions reveals that the concentrations of miRNA-target proteins are inversely correlated with the miRNA gene expression levels. We modeled the activities of miRNA inhibitors by introducing the inhibitor arcs in the sorafenib resistant pathway. The simulation results depicted this phenomenon as clearly shown in Fig. 10 . It was observed that the relative levels of sorafenib resistance were significantly reduced after the combined use of four inhibitors and three mimics belonging to miR-17-92 cluster. Based on our modeling results we suggested that the combined use might combat drug resistance in HCC, as we found significant impact on sorafenib resistance. We assumed same drug dose for each inhibitor and same for each mimic. In order to model mimics with same drug dose, instances of discrete places are represented by tokens; whereas, all proposed drugs (mimics) in our designed for each run) . Thus, it can be assumed that after same time intervals, same number of tokens will be fired for each of the mimic in the model. Because source transitions are unconditionally firable, their average token flow rates are just their firing rates. Through transition firings, the source can influence the number of tokens assigned to the target, called the token-count, modeling this way enables the signals to propagate through directed protein interactions in a cellular pathway. In this way, transitions may have rates corresponding to the relative concentrations of reactants and thus may be used to model kinetics of enzymatic reactions and biological interactions. For inhibitors, we used sink transitions and inhibitor arcs. The firing of sink transitions corresponds to taking one token away. Inhibitor arcs are used to model inhibitory experiments in the signaling pathway to analyze overall systemic effects of various inhibitors. In simulations of individual miRNA inhibitor effects, we simulated the inhibition of miRNAs by setting its gene expression level to lowest by decreasing the firing rate of source transition, while all other conditions remained identical. In simulations of individual mimic effects, increments in the expression of miRNAs were obtained by increasing the firing rate of source transition of their respective genes, while all other conditions remained identical. In these simulation experiments, expression of other miRNAs was omitted to examine the effect of individual miRNA regulation. We demonstrated that collective use of inhibitors and mimics could exert a greater impact on the signaling pathway and might significantly revert sorafenib resistant state to sorafenib sensitive state.
Moreover, we also focused on the dynamic behaviour of SOCS3-STAT3 negative feedback loop being regulated by miR-19a and miR-18a in our proposed sorafenib resistant HPN model. Network motifs including feedback and feed forward loops play an imperative role in determining the dynamic behaviour of biological signaling networks and can generate a wide variety of behaviors, especially when they are interconnected [58] [59] [60] . Both positive and negative feedback types can lead to network instabilities. Several previous studies have reported the presence of regulatory feedback loops between miRNAs and the STAT3 pathway in different cancer contexts including IL-6-STAT3-miR-24/miR-629-HNF4-miR-124 61 and IL-6RSTAT3-NF-B-Lin-28-let-7a 62 . In our proposed miR-17-92 mediated sorafenib resistant HPN model, we focused on SOCS3-STAT3 negative feedback loop being regulated by miR-19a and miR-18a.
Both the output node and the input node (i.e. the node whose activation is augmented by a downstream node) in negative feedback loop seems to be more effective targets than other nodes in the network. Here, we uncovered that miR-19a promotes sorafenib resistance through repression of SOCS3 and upregulation of STAT3 in STAT3-SOCS3 negative feedback loop. The defining feature of a negative feedback motif is an activator-inhibitor pair in which the activator (STAT3 in this case) induces expression or activity of the inhibitor (SOCS3). But this activator-inhibitor paradigm cannot completely describe the molecular circuits within the cell as they may need to contend with physical realities within the cell such as sub-cellular compartmentalization, the biochemistry of molecular interactions or protein half-life. Thus, accurate functioning of a negative feedback circuit may rely upon biochemical properties other than the activator-responsive control of the inhibitor 63 .
MiR-19a promotes sorafenib resistance by augmenting STAT3 and repressing SOCS3 in STAT3-SOCS3 negative feedback loop. SOCS3 regulates STAT3 activation through a negative feedback loop. SOCS3 is activated by STAT3 and functions by inhibiting JAK2 leading to decreased STAT3. Studies have reported prolonged activation of STAT3 after conditional knock out of SOCS3 in murine liver and macrophages 64 . Under physiological conditions in normal cells, the activation of STAT proteins is rapid and transient because of negative regulation by proteins such as SOCS3 and PIAS3 as illustrated in simulations ( Figure S2 ). Multiple negative regulators, such as SOCS3 and PIAS3, have fundamental roles to keep STAT3 activity at low levels in normal conditions. In our proposed miR-17-92 mediated sorafenib resistant signaling cascade, STAT3 pathway is under the control of two miRNAs including miR-19a and miR-18a. Clinically, the upregulation of STAT3 in cancer cells is also linked with severe drug resistance and worst prognosis. Furthermore SOCS3 is known to play an important role in liver carcinogenesis and were observed to be down-regulated in carcinogenesis. Previously SOCS3 has also been observed to play an important role in mediating cisplatin resistance 65 . In addition, miR-18a is known to inhibit PIAS3 which is another negative regulator of STAT3. Based on previous experimental findings and evidences, we hypothesized that perturbation of this network through miR-19a inhibitor and miR-18a inhibitor might help to combat sorafenib resistance by downregulating STAT3. To further unravel the mechanism by which inhibition of miR-19a and miR-18a can disturb this negative feedback loop and induces sorafenib resistance, we performed simulations in the presence and absence of miR-19a/miR-18a inhibitor ( Figure S2 ).
We speculated that increased expression of miR-19a and miR-18a might be responsible for the upregulation of STAT3 activity in sorafenib resistant HCC cells. As activation of STAT3 is influenced by a variety of intrinsic pathway components, therefore understanding how this signaling is controlled presents a huge challenge which may be best addressed by computational modeling. Our simulation results revealed that sorafenib resistant pathway is more sensitive to miR-19a inhibition than miR-18a inhibition. The study conducted by Mahdavi et al., reported that SOCS3 is the most sensitive parameter for manipulating STAT3 pathway output 66 which is further supporting our simulation results as SOCS3 is the target of miR-19a. Furthermore, our simulations revealed that if both miR-19a and miR-18a inhibitors are used simultaneously, they will dominate the response by significantly reducing STAT3 ( Figure S2 ).
Furthermore, in order to determine a correlation between targets of miR-17-92 cluster and overall survival of HCC patients, we carried out the analysis using the SynTarget software. Low PTEN and high vimentin expressions were found to be linked with poor survival outcome. Low level of PTEN and high level of expression of HIF-1Α were also found to be linked with poor survival outcome. When the expression of either MCL1 and STAT3 genes or MCL1 alone was high, survival outcomes of patients were decreased. High level of PTEN and low level of MAPK14 were found to be associated with increased overall survival of HCC patients. Similarly high level of either MAPK14 and HIF-1α genes or MAPK14 alone was found to be linked with poor survival of HCC patients (Fig. 11) .
Using default search parameters of Pharmaco-miR, 27 sets containing members of miR-17-92 cluster and sorafenib were identified (Table 5 and Fig. 12 ). Interplay of miR-17-92 modulators have been shown in the designed models and thus their overall effect on sorafenib resistance has been revealed. Simulation results of the integrated network along with inhibitors and mimics of miR-17-92 cluster revealed significant reduction in sorafenib resistance. Results of the current findings were consistent with experimental observations. Cancer imposes a considerable economic burden on societies and is projected to increase significantly over the next two to three decades. Today's data sets are of such magnitude and complexity that advanced bioinformatics methods are essential to their integration, management and dissemination. Drug resistance in cancer represents an insidious barrier which demands further research and treatment development. The main aim of our study was to understand drug resistance in HCC and to discover multiple targets that may overcome this problem. This is a difficult obstacle to overcome. Here, a HPN based systems biological model of miRNA/EGFR/IL-6 signaling cascade was constructed. Understanding underlying molecular and cellular mechanisms of ncRNAs mediated drug resistance might have a great clinical potential for the development of rational therapeutic combinations. We are hoping our research leads to the system that can be used for therapeutic decision in sorafenib resistant HCC patients.
Various studies performed on drug-resistant cells have reported deregulated miRNA profile, but target genes of these miRNAs remain to be identified. The scarcity of such studies highlights the need for further research to interrelate miRNA, genes and drugs. Expression of the EGFR/IL-6 pathway members PI3K, ERK, AKT, STAT3, effect of miR-17-92 cluster inhibitors/mimics on sorafenib resistant HCC cells. Despite the outstanding obstacles, targeting of miRNA function by miRNA-based drugs either as mimics or inhibitors has become a practical option for the modulation of many aspects of human pathologies. Study conducted by Vaira et al., revealed elevated level of miR-17-92 cluster members in HCC tissues which resisted the anticancer efficacy of sorafenib suggesting that they could limit the anticancer efficacy of sorafenib in HCC patients and miRNA levels could restore sensitivity to sorafenib. Their study was based on validating elevated miR-425-3p levels in patients, who respond better to sorafenib therapy. They found a correlation between higher miR-425-3p level, apoptosis and reduced cell motility in sorafenib treated HCC cell lines further authenticating these findings. In patients with low miR-425-3p level, the authors observed high level of miR-17-92 cluster members although they did not validate this but it is intriguing why patients who resisted anticancer efficacy of sorafenib have increased expression of members belonging to miR-17-92 cluster 67 . The hypothetical implication of the critical role of the miR-17-92/EGFR/IL-6 axis in HCC will be a significant contribution that leads to an in-depth understanding of sorafenib resistance. We firmly believe that sorafenib may be used more efficiently in combination with miR-17-92 targeted therapy to make a more specific treatment. Future research should focus on targeting sorafenib resistant HCC cells using inhibitors and mimics of miR-17-92 cluster that could be highly efficient therapeutic strategy acting downstream of the EGFR/IL-6 axis in signaling cascade. New mechanisms predicted by our HPN model suggest that combined use of four inhibitors (miR-17-5p, miR-19a, miR-92 and miR-18a) and three mimics (miR-17-3p, miR-19b and miR-20a) of miR-17-92 cluster may overcome sorafenib resistance in HCC via regulating the related pathways including EGFR and IL-6.
Our approach is the first step towards addressing the testable hypothesis that the behavior of miRNAs belonging to miR-17-92 cluster might potentially contributes to the sorafenib resistant phenotype in HCC. Through simulations that capture the intricate relations between miRNAs and their targets, this model explores an innovative perspective about the distinctive yet integrated roles of miRNAs in sorafenib resistance, and it will help to elucidate the dysregulated miRNA profiles found in resistant cancer cells. Furthermore, our HPN model can be easily extended by replacing certain components and parameters in the model and can also serve as basis of theoretical knockout experiments. They can be constructed by deleting the corresponding place and adjacent transitions and nominate possible indicators for biological exploration.
Methods
Petri Nets. PN, a directed, finite, bipartite labeled graph is mathematical modeling language introduced by Carl Adam Petri in 1962 which is becoming the reference modeling formalism for regulatory networks 68 . PN is comprised of places, transitions, arcs and tokens. A place signifies possible state of the system and can hold tokens (zero or more) as its content. Transitions are actions or events which cause the change of state and arcs connect a place (input place) to transition or a transition to place (output). A transition with these arcs defines a firing rule and its execution usually depends on the availability of a specific number of tokens in the places. Graphically, places are illustrated as circles, transitions as squares and tokens are shown as dots or integers in the places.
Several enhanced PNs have been used to model biological phenomena which can help to get better level of understanding. HPN is an extension of PN, since it includes both continuous and discrete places/transitions, it can easily handle biological and biochemical factors. As protein concentration dynamics behaves continuously together with discrete switches; therefore, biological pathways can be considered as hybrid systems. HPNs present a high level of integration and have been recognized as powerful modeling tools for efficient modeling and analysis of biological pathways 69 . They are known to have a strong mathematical semantics, and this formal basis makes it possible to make strong statements about the characteristics of the processes being modeled. Because of its formal approach, processes are forced to be defined in a precise manner. This in turn prevents the occurrence of uncertainties, ambiguities and contradictions. This formal basis combined with the nice graphical representation makes it possible to argue about processes, and thereby enables the possible establishment of certain patterns 70 . Moreover, they can represent system behavior even when the biological mechanism is not fully understood, by combining different levels of abstraction in a single model and enable users to verify system properties, verify system soundness, and simulate dynamic behavior. Furthermore, previous studies have also shown strong prediction power of PNs by experimentally validating their models 71, 72 .
Construction of the PN. The steps implicated in HPN model generation were; literature survey to extract the most significant miR-17-92 cluster determinants of sorafenib resistance; abstraction of the extracted pathway; generation of HPN model; scrutinization and verification of the model. In order to model our pathway, Snoopy-a unified PN tool 73 , comprising of a family of PN classes is employed. In the designed HPN model, places signifies gene, mRNA, miRNA, protein and compounds etc involved in sorafenib resistance and transitions depict the interactions, processes or reactions (e.g. Modeling miRNA-EGFR/IL-6-Specific Signaling Network. The miR-17-92/EGFR/IL-6 signaling model was constructed using Snoopy as an HPN model. An outline of the modeled signaling network is represented in Fig. 1 . In order to explore the dynamics of members belonging to miR-17-92 cluster leading to sorafenib resistant phenotype, we incorporated numerous well-characterized pathways that have been reported to play a SCieNTifiC RepORts | 7: 11448 | DOI:10.1038/s41598-017-11943-1 role in sorafenib resistance. A HPN illustration of the integrated network is shown in Fig. 13 . Our model includes IL-6/EGFR Signaling molecules being targeted by hsa-miR-17-5p, hsa-miR-17-3p, hsa-miR-19a, hsa-miR-19b, hsa-miR-20a, hsa-miR-18a and hsa-miR-92. We explored the contributions of individual pathways to the differential regulation of miRNAs to identify crucial and sufficient regulatory relationships during sorafenib resistance. ImageJ was used to calculate relative signal intensities of various signaling proteins. The relative intensity of detected bands was normalized.
Setup for perturbation simulations. In order to initiate markings for the HPN model, experimentally derived fold changes of EGFR/IL-6 signaling proteins were compared in normal vs HCC cells and sorafenib resistant vs sorafenib sensitive HCC cells. The experimental states for normal vs HCC and sorafenib resistant vs HCC were derived from western blot results produced from various studies and analyzed by ImageJ. The number of tokens allocated to entity was directly proportional to the intensity of the band on the western blot.
Simulations of preliminary signaling model. Firstly, parameter fitting of the preliminary model with the wild type data was carried out. Several parameters were examined so that the simulations could match the experimental profiles. Simulations were able to successfully match experimental profiles. We examined western blot images reported in various previous studies. We used gel analysis function of ImageJ software and calculated the total intensity of the band. The intensities of alterations were expressed as fold changes with respect to their nominal values.
Identification of circular-RNAs (circRNAs) acting as sponges for members belonging to miR-17-92 cluster. Number of circRNAs have been identified, and some of them have been revealed to be replete with miRNA binding sites, capable of binding multiple miRNAs and prevent them from interacting with targets mRNAs 74 . These studies imply a role for circRNAs in post-transcriptional regulation. We analyzed various circular RNA databases including CircBase (http://circbase.org/) 75 , circ2Traits (http://gyanxet-beta.com/circdb/) 76 , CircNet (http://circnet.mbc.nctu.edu.tw/) 77 , CircInteractome (http://circinteractome.nia.nih.gov/) 78 as well as various studies conducted on circRNAs to find out circRNAs linked to HCC and acting as sponge to members belonging to miR-17-92 cluster. 127 circular RNAs were found to have binding sites for miR-17-92 cluster members.
Survival and miRNA pharmacogenomics analysis. Identifying target combinations with synergistic effects on cancer remains a challenging task and is attracting significant interests, particularly for the development of combined anticancer therapies. Prognosis is the likely outlook (person's life expectancy and cure rate) of a disease. In order to find out the effect of various targets of members belonging to miR-7-92 cluster on overall survival of patients with HCC, SynTarget 79 was used. We utilized this tool to assess the synergistic relationships of critical targets of miR-17-92 involved in sorafenib resistance. SynTarget contain large-scale gene expression data sets comprising of eight diverse cancers with the possibility to choose clinically important subtypes.
Furthermore, a drug-miRNA expression database, Pharmaco-miR was utilized to find out miRNA-gene-drug correlation 18 . This database derives information from experimental data as well as computational predictions to correlate miRNA expression, its target gene and a drug related with the gene.
Data availability. All data generated or analysed during this study are included in the article (and its Supplementary Information file).
